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Abstract: We present the results of a spark chamber experiment in which we studied the reac- 
tion 

n +A --, (p + ¢r-) + A '  , 

where the (p,r-)  pair is coherently produced off carbon, copper, and lead nuclei. Between 
5000 and 55 000 good events were collected with each target. Incident neutrons in the mo- 
mentum range 10 to 28 GeV/c were used. Forward-going (pTr-) pairs from the above reac- 
tion were detected in a wire spark chamber spectrometer which measured the momentum 
and angles of each particle. The observation of a sharp forward peak (of width appropriate 
to the nuclear radius) indicated that a large fraction of the events were coherently produced. 
There is no evidence for any appreciable production of the well-established 1 = ½ nucleon 
isobars; our limits appear to be inconsistent with estimates based on a straightforward ex- 
trapolation of pp data. The lead data show evidence for coulomb production of the A(1236). 

3 The carbon data indicate a spin J/> i for the coherently produced (p~r-) states with pure 
3 J - ~- possible. We cannot draw any firm conclusions about helicity conservation. The DreU- 

Hiida-Deck model does not adequately fit the data, nor is the double-Regge-pole model 
completely satisfactory. 

1. Inlroduction 

In this  ar t icle  we descr ibe  an  e x p e r i m e n t  in  w h i c h  we s tud ied  the  r eac t i on  

n + A  ~ ( p  + l r - )  + A ' ,  (1)  

whe re  the  i n c i d e n t  n e u t r o n  dissociates  i n to  a ( p n - )  pair  in  sca t t e r ing  c o h e r e n t l y  o f f  
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a nucleus A. The experiment is of particular interest, in part because this process 
has not previously been studied*. This reaction can proceed either through the 
strong interaction or, particularly for high Z nuclei, through the coulomb interac- 
tion. It was hoped that the two modes of interaction could be distinguished by 
examining the Z dependence of the invariant mass distribution of the coherently 
produced (pzr-) pairs. We also wished to determine whether the (pn - )  mass distri- 
butions exhibited any peaks which would correspond to resonance production. 
Most experiments which have studied processes similar to reaction (1) have observed 
what has been interpreted as resonance production [3, 4]. However, most of these 
experiments were done with free nucleons as targets, usually at rather large mo- 
mentum transfers, and often with limited statistical accuracy. Our data for nuclei, 
on the other hand, is restricted to low t, and only isospin ~ final states are impor- 
tant. 

2. Theoretic~ preliminary 

Reviews of the properties of diffraction dissociation and coulomb dissociation, 
together with discussions of the results of experiments that have studied these pro- 
cesses, can be found in refs. [4-7] .  Some of the early theoretical work in this field 
can be found in refs. [8-10].  

In a diffractive process the incident particle scatters coherently on a target nu- 
cleus that remains intact and in the ground state or in some other weU-defined ex- 
cited state. A consequence of this coherence is that diffraction dissociation, like 
elastic scattering, is characterized by a sharp peak at small t ', where t' is the square 
of the four-momentum transfer minus its minimum value, 

t '  =~ t - t  mi n . (2) 

Here tmin is given by 

tmin _~ _ L I(M 2 _M2"~lp 12 4 I_\ p'tr n / t  nj , (3) 

where Mp~ r is the invariant mass of the diffractively produced (pTr-) system, M n is 
the rest mass of the beam neutron, and Pn is the momentum of the neutron. To a 
good approximation ** 

(2) 
where P± is the transverse component of the three-momentum transferred to the 
target nucleus. The width of the sharp forward peak is determined by the size of 
the target nucleus. The peak is expected to fall off like e - b l t ' l  where 

2 
b ~- 10.8 A ~ (GeV/c) -2  . 

* Brief  r epo r t s  o f  some  o f  the  resul t s  o f  th i s  e x p e r i m e n t  w e r e  p u b l i s h e d  in ref .  [1 ]. A m o r e  

detailed report is given in ref. [2]. 
** Eqs. (2') and (3) are correct to within 1% for this experiment. 
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If reaction (1) proceeds coherently through the strong interaction, for isospin 
zero nuclei the (plr-)  system must have I - 1 - ~, but there is no restriction on its spin 

1 J. If the (pzr-) system is a pure state with J = ~ and definite parity, the decay angu- 
lar distribution in the (pzr-) c.m. must be isotropic in both the helicity and 
Gottfried-Jackson frames of reference. At t' = 0 a pure state with J = 3 and definite 
parity would have decay angular distributions in both frames proportional to (1 + 3 
COS20 *) where 0* is the polar angle of the n -  [11 ]. For larger J the peaks in the an- 
gular distributions become steeper and the minimum becomes broader and flatter 
[12]. 

For reaction (1) helicity conservation in the t-channel (s-channel) over a given t '  
interval implies that the decay angular distribution in cos 0* is independent of t' in 
the Gottfried-Jackson (helicity) frame of reference provided that a pure JP state is 
produced or that the various amplitudes in a mixed state have the same t '  depen- 
dence. Helicity conservation in the t-channel (s-channel) also implies a flat azimuthal 
angular distribution in the Gottfried-Jackson (helicity) frame of reference, regard- 
less of the purity of the produced state [13], 

We now discuss briefly the properties of coulomb dissociation [4, 5, 8, 10]. In 
coherent coulomb dissociation, the incident neutron dissociates into the (pzr-) sys- 
tem by interaction with the coulomb field of the target nucleus. As in diffraction 
dissociation, the nucleus remains intact and in some well-defined energy state. At 
high energies most of the coulomb production occurs outside of the target nucleus, 
and the forward peak in the t '  distribution should be steeper than in diffraction dis- 
sociation for the same target nucleus. The production cross section of coulomb dis- 
sociated states is expected to vary approximately as Z 2. Because the exchanged par- 
ticle is the photon, the isotopic spin of the coulomb produced (plr-) system can be 
different from that of the incident neutron. 

P 

3. Experimental apparatus 

3.1. The neutron beam 

A general layout of  the neutron beam is shown in fig. 1. The neutron beam was 
taken off at 0 ° from an 18 cm long beryllium target in the slow extracted proton 
beam of the Brookhaven AGS. Proton beam momenta of  21 GeV/c and 28.5 GeV/c 
were used. The observed momentum distribution of the coherently produced (pi t - )  
systems off carbon at the higher protonmomentum is shown in fig. 2. Assuming 
that the production cross section is approximately energy independent [3, 4, 7], 
fig. 2 represents rather well the general shape of the neutron spectrum above 10 
GeV/c. 

Charged particles were removed from the neutron beam by two sweeping mag- 
nets located upstream of the defining collimator and a sweeping magnet and a 
pitching magnet both located downstream of the collimator. The sweeping magnets 
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Fig. 1. General beam layout. Transverse dimensions are exaggerated for clarity. 

deflected charged particles horizontally.  Lead filters, each about 3 radiation lengths 
thick, were placed just ahead of  each sweeping magnet to remove gammas in the 
beam. The pitching magnet deflected charged particles (formed in the air and a beam 
monitor  down-stream of  the sweeping magnets) vertically away from the apparatus. 

At the exit of  the pitching magnet,  the neutron beam was approximately  2.5 cm 
in diameter with negligible halo. Two monitor  telescopes, denoted as L and M mon- 
itors in fig. 1, were placed in the neutron beam to measure relative intensity. Each 
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Fig. 2. Momentum distribution of the (p~r-) system for It'l < 0.02 (GeV/c) 2 and a proton beam 
momentum of 28.5 GeV/c. The geometrical efficiency of the apparatus, which varies slowly 
with momentum, has not been unfolded. 
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass Me+ e_ for lead data. The data have not been corrected for a bias against 
small opening angles. 

moni tor  consisted of  three counters. The first counter was an anticounter  which was 
followed by a 1.28 cm lucite converter. The second and third counters were in coin- 
cidence and detected charged particles produced in the converter. 

The K~ contaminat ion in the neutron beam was estimated by  looking for various 
K ° decay modes that could contr ibute to our data. The data were checked for K ° -~ 
7r + + 7r- contaminat ion by reconstructing the pairs of  tracks of  the good events as- 
suming that  they were due to a Qr+n - )  pair. No evidence of  this decay was found in 
our data. The data were also checked for any evidence of  kaons decaying via the 
process K~ ~ 7r + + 7r- + 7r ° using a kinematic trick that differentiates this process 
from other three-body decays [14]. We found no evidence of  this decay mode in 
our data. We also est imated the K~ contaminat ion in the neutron beam from pro- 
duction data for charged kaons by  high-energy protons.  From this we estimate the 
K~ contaminat ion is ~ 0.5% for kaon momenta  > 16 GeV/c [15]. 

Despite the use of  lead converters in the neutron beam, a small gamma ray con- 
tamination remained in the beam. This was apparent when the data for the lead 
target were reconstructed with the hypothesis  that the events were (e+e - )  pairs. 
Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distr ibution for a sample of  the lead data. The nar- 
row peak at small masses i sdue  to pair product ion by the small contaminat ion of  
7's in the beam. Its width is consistent with that expected from the resolution of  
the spectrometer  and coulomb scattering in the lead*. It was found that essentially 
all the 7 's  had momenta  < 20 GeV/c in the higher energy beam and < 15 GeV/c 
for the lower energy beam. Cuts were therefore applied to the data for pairs o f  

* There is a strong bias against "small" (e+e - )  masses. In order for an event to be successfully 
reconstructed, it was necessary that two sparks be found in the second pair of chambers 
(subsect. 4.1). The opening angle of the (e~e - )  pairs is so small that the sparks in the second 
pair of chambers were often too close together to be resolved. The data in fig. 3 have not been 
corrected for this effect. 
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tracks whose total momentum was less than 20 GeV/c and 15 GeV/c respectively. 
The remaining contamination had a negligible effect on the (prr-) mass distributions. 
The (e÷e - )  pairs provided a useful check on the mass resolution of the apparatus 
(subsect 3.3). 

3.2. Wire chamber spectrometer and target assembly 

The layout of the experimental apparatus is shown in fig. 4. A detailed drawing 
of the target assembly is shown in fig. 5. The target was surrounded by an almost 
complete anticounter shield. There was an aperture on the downstream side of the 
anticounter box of width 8.8 cm and of height 7.3 cm that was covered by the 
trigger counter P1. Data were taken primarily with 1.25 cm carbon, 0.132 cm cop- 
per, and 0.168 and 0.201 cm lead targets. 

The wire spark-chamber spectrometer was symmetrically placed in the beam 
downstream of the target as shown in fig. 4. The trigger requirement, P1 L2R2~" or 
P1 L3R3~', waskept simple to facilitate efficiency calculations. The anticounters, 
designated by A in the trigger requirement, consisted of the anticounter box (A9) 
surrounding the target, the anticounter (A0) located on the upstream side of the 
anticounter box, an array of anticounters (A 1 through A6) surrounding the up- 
stream aperture of the spectrometer magnet, and two anticounters (A 7 and A8) 

Trigger: PIL2R2 ~ or P I L 3 R  3 

A : A 0 A I . . . A 9 
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Fig. 4. Plan of experiment. Note different scales. 
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Fig. 5. Target assembly and ant icounter  box.  

downstream of the last wire chamber. Lead plates of 0.64 cm thickness were placed 
before the anticounters A1, A 2 . . . . .  A 6 to convert 7's. 

A magnet with 76.2 cm wide and 182.9 cm long rectangular pole face and 15.24 
cm high rectangular aperture was used. The magnetic field, measured by the magnet 
measurement group of the AGS and by us, was determined with an uncertainty of 
less than 0.5%. The central field values of the magnet for data accumulation at the 
proton beam momenta of 21 GeV/c and 28.5 GeV/c were 13.9 kg and 18.0 kG re- 
spectively. Eight wire spark chambers with magnetostrictive readout were used in 
the spectrometer. The spark chambers were arranged in pairs with one chamber 
having horizontal and vertical wires and the other having wires at -+ 45 ° to the verti- 
cal. The rotated chambers were necessary to resolve the ambiguity in track coordi- 
nates resulting from the fact that two particles, a proton and pion, were detected in 
each chamber. Two pairs of chambers were located upstream of the magnet and 
two pairs downstream of the magnet. 

Helium bags were placed between the spark chambers on the upstream and 
downstream sides of the spectrometer magnet to minimize the multiple scattering of 
the proton and the pion. Sheets of 0.95 cm thick soft iron had to be placed over 
the magnetostrictive wires of the four spark chambers closest to the magnet to 
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shield the wires from fringe fields ~ 100 Gauss. It had been found that without this 
shielding, the pulses from the magnetostrictive wands were affected by the magnetic 
field. 

3. 3. Acceptance and resolution of  the spectrometer 

The acceptance of the spectrometer was determined by a straightforward Monte- 
Carlo calculation. Fig. 6 shows a typical distribution of the acceptance as a function 
of  cos 0~r, the cosine of the pion angle relative to the direction of the incident neu- 
tron in the (prr- )  center-of-mass frame of reference, for the ranges of  the variables 
shown in the figure. It should be noticed that the experiment is strongly biased 
against backward pions in the (pTr-) center-of-mass system. The apparatus is also 
biased against very small invariant (pTr-) masses at low incident neutron momenta,  
but at high momenta  small invariant (prr- )  masses are favored for all ranges of  t ' .  
The acceptance as a function of  t', determined from Monte-Carlo calculations for 
M(p~r-) = 1.4 GeV and P(p~r-) = 26 GeV/c, is shown in fig. 7. For events with 
- t ' ~ <  0.03 (GeV/c) 2 the cosine of  the pion angle (cos 0~*) in the (pTr-) center-of- 
mass frame of  reference was randomly generated according to the distribution 
(1 + 3 cos 2 0~r ) because in this range of t this function adequately fits our experi- 
mental results [1,2] .  For events with - t '  > 0.03 (GeV/c) 2, cos 0* was uniformly 
generated over the interval - 1  ~< cos 0~r ~< 1. From fig. 7 it is seen that the accep- 
tance is roughly independent of  t '  over the interval 0 ~< It'l <~ 0.05 (GeV/c) 2. 

Because t '  ~- _ p 2  the errors in t '  are determined by the errors in P±, the trans- 
verse momentum of the (pTr-) system. The measurement error in t '  is approximately 
given by 

i i I i i I 
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Fig. 6. Typical acceptance versus cos 01r. 
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Fig. 7. Typical acceptance versus - t ' .  A (1 + 3 cos 2 0") distribution was assumed for It'; ~ 0.03 
and a flat distribution in 0* for It'l > 0.03. 

dt' -2e de l 

2 2 2P±(PpdOp +p2d02~r 7r +02dp2p p +02dp2)~,r 7r " (4) 

The subscripts  p and 7r refer to the p r o t o n  and p ion  respect ively.  F o r  our  exper imen t ,  
the PdO terms general ly  domina t e  the OdP terms.  The m o m e n t u m  reso lu t ion , for  the 
p ro ton  (p ion)  is given by  

d P  P d0B 

P - 1.2 B L e f f '  (5)  

where  P is in uni ts  o f  GeV/c ,  B L e f  f is the value of  the integral  o f B "  d l  through the 
center  o f  the spec t rome te r  m a g n e t t  and d0 B is the unce r t a in ty  in the bending  angle 
de te rmina t ion  given b y  

= 0 2 0 2 dO 2 s] (6) (d0B)2 [d meas + d02 ] + [d meas + ms upstrm m dwstrm ' 

where d0meas is the measuremen t  error  and d0ms is the unce r t a in ty  due to  mul t ip le  

t BLeff was 36.0 kG • m for the data taken with an 18.0 kG central field. 
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Table 1 
Angular and momentum resolution a) 

Particle 
momentum 

(GeV/c) 

dO B do PdO dP/P 

(mr) (mr) b) (GeV/c) (%) 

5 ± 1.32 ± 1.86 +- 9.3 X 10 -3 ± 0.15 
10 1.26 1.11 11.1 X 10 -3 0.29 
15 1.25 0.91 13.6 X 10 -3 0.44 
20 1.25 0.82 16.5 × 10 -3 0.58 
25 1.25 0.78 19.5 X 10 -3 0.72 
30 1.25 0.76 22.7 X 10 - 3  0.87 

a) A lead target with a thickness of 0.185 cm is assumed; thicknesses of 0.168 cm and 0.201 cm 
were used for data taking. The angular resolutions and mass resolution is somewhat better for 
carbon and copper targets. 
b) dO is due to multiple coulomb scattering in the target and to the spark chamber resolution 

scattering in the region upstream (downstream) of  the bending magnet. The uncer- 
tainty in angular measurement dOmeas is determined by dividing the wire chamber 
resolution ( 2  0.7 ram) by the distance between the first and second pairs of  wire 
chambers upstream (downstream) of  the spectrometer  magnet. 

Because the lab angles are small in the diffraction process (1), the OdP terms in 
eq. (4) can be calculated with the formula 

where we have assumed that P ' s i n 0 *  ~-P 0. (The superscript* refers to the (pTr-) 
center-of-mass frame.) The d0p and dO n terms in eq. (4) can be calculated in a 
manner similar to d0 B. 

In table 1 we list the various uncertainties for six different particle momenta  
passing through the spectrometer  magnet.  The values of  dO were calculated for a 
lead target with a thickness intermediate between the two thicknesses actually used. 
F o r P =  10 GeV/c we get dO ~ 1 mr and dP/P~-  0.3%. 

The resolution in t '  calculated with eq. (4) is given in table 2. For  this table a 
lead target was assumed and typical  values of  10 GeV/c and 15 GeV/c were used for 
the pion and pro ton  momenta  respectively. We note from eq. (4) that dt' oc ]t'J~. A 
direct check on the t '  resolution is discussed in subsect 5.2. 

The mass resolution of  the experiment can be expressed in terms of the angular 
and momentum resolutions of  the pion and the proton.  The invariant mass of  the 
(pzr-)  system is given by  

M2 + E ) 2  p ) 2  (8) (p•_) = (Ep - (Pp + . 

It can be shown that if the opening angle of  the proton-pion pair, 0p~r, is small (for 
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Fig. 8. Calculated mass resolution for carbon data at the  higher proton beam energy for 
It'l < 0.04 (GeV/c) 2 . For a given event,  A M o ,  depends  on  how the m o m e n t u m  is shared be- 
tween the pion and pro ton .  Upper  and lowe~limits  for our geometry  are shown.  

this experiment 0p~ is generally < 5°), the mass resolution AM(p~r_ ) is given by [2] 

M 2 2 

AM(p_)  -- 2 M p _  4 . 

P 

- ep e2 (9) 

where Mp and M,  are respectively the rest masses of the proton and pion. Fig. 8 
shows the calculated values of AM(p,_) for the higher energy carbon data for 
It'[ < 0.04 (GeV/c) 2. Note that for Mp, ~- 1.35 GeV, the mass resolution is <~ 5 
MeV. 

The gamma ray contamination in the lead data provided a check on our calcula- 
tions of the mass resolution. The true opening angles of the (e+e - )  pairs produced 
by gamma rays in the lead target can be taken as zero for our purposes. Fig. 9 shows 
the measured opening angle distribution of charged pairs from the lead target for 

t 2 . . . . .  It 1< 0.01 (GeV/c) , P(e+e_) < 18 GeV/c. The distribution is determined primarily 
by coulomb scattering and measurement errors. The distribution in 0 2  should 
therefore be approximately gaussian with d N / d ( O 2 p )  ec exp( -  02p/2d~). In fig. 9 
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Fig. 9. Opening angle distribution of electron-position pairs in the lead data. The smooth curve 
shows the expected distribution (arbitrarily normalized) if a Gaussian with a standard deviation 
of 2 mr is assumed. A standard deviation of ~ 1.6 mr would give a better fit to the data. 

the expected distribution for a = 2 mr, approximately normalized to the data, is 
shown. The data indicate that the standard deviation a is slightly less than 2 mr. The 
average momentum for the electrons in this sample is 6.7 GeV. Interpolating from 
table 1, the expected angular resolution dO ~ 1.6 mr for a single track. The standard 
deviation in the opening angle 0op is expected to be x/-2(1.6) = 2.3 mr, while that 
observed is less than 2 mr. Thus we believe the calculated resolutions are somewhat 
conservative. 

3.4. Electronics  

Fig. 10 shows a schematic diagram of  the electronic logic used in this experiment. 
The trigger requirement was P1 L2 R2A" or P1 L3 R3 ~'' The blocking gate disabled the 
electronics for --~ 100 msec after each trigger to permit sufficient time for the spark 
gaps to recover. It was found that the multiple track efficiency of  the chambers 
deteriorated if the trigger rate was much greater than five triggers per machine pulse. 
The trigger rate was therefore generally kept at an average of  about 4 triggers per 
pulse. 
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Fig. 10. E lec t ron ic  logic. 

3.5. Operation of  the experiment 

The data were taken in "runs" lasting several hours with 10 to 20 thousand 
events per run. Runs were also regularly taken without any target in the target 
holder. The ratio of the L to M monitor counts was constantly checked to ensure 
that the neutron beam did not deviate from the nominal beam line. Polaroid film 
was also exposed in the beam occasionally to check the beam size and position. 

The Brookhaven Online Data Facility was used to monitor the performance of 
the spark chambers during the data accumulation. Data were regularly taken with 
the spectrometer magnet turned off ("straight-throughs") for checks on the rela- 
tive spatial positions of the spark chambers. The polarity of the spectrometer mag- 
net was reversed approximately half-way through the data accumulation at the 
proton beam momentum of 28.5 GeV/c in order to check for any asymmetries in 
the wire chamber spectrometer. No noticeable difference was found between the 
data taken before and after the magnet polarity reversal. 

4. Data analysis 

Since the magnitude of the momentum of the incident neutron and the vector 
momentum of the recoil nucleus (or its fragments) were not known, the analysis 
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program could not perform a constrained fit. The kinematics were therefore done 
with a zero constraint fit which assumed the event came from reaction (1). The an- 
gular spread of the beam, estimated to be -+ 0.25 mrad, was neglected in the fit. The 
vector momenta of the proton and the pion were directly measured, and thus the 
invariant mass M(p~r_ ) of the (pTr-) system, the transverse momentum P±, and the 
longitudinal momentum PH of the (p~r-) system could be directly calculated. The PII 
of the recoil nucleus was in turn calculated from 

PI A ) ~  M 2 M 2 (10) - (  (p,~-)- n)/2Pii, 

where M n is the rest mass of the neutron. The Pl of the recoil nucleus was calcu- 
lated from momentum conservation, assuming reaction (1). Eq. (10) is correct to 
within a few percent for this experiment. 

4.1. Event  reconstruction 

The coordinate frame of reference used in the track reconstruction is shown in 
fig. 11 and the schematic labelling of the wire planes is shown in fig. 12. Since the 
particles suffered at most small deflections in the vertical direction due to vertical 
focussing of the spectrometer magnet, and the horizontal bend angles were also 
generally small, the program initially sought to construct straight line projections of 
the particle tracks through the wire chamber spectrometer in the vertical plane, i.e., 
the plane normal to the x-axis. It constructed vertical track projections from all 
possible combinations of taking one spark in the Y2 plane and one spark in the Y14 
plane * 

A vertical track projection was preserved for further analysis only if it had at 
least two sparks lying on it on each side of the spectrometer magnet, i.e., if it had at 
least two sparks in each of the sets of wire planes (Y2, Y4, Y6, Y8) and (Y10, Y12, 
YI 4, Y16). The program demanded that a vertical track projection have at least four as- 
sociated sparks in the horizontal plane, i.e., the plane normal to the y-axis. Two of these 

Target A 

y axis 
I 

x axis 

Fig. 11. Coordinate frame of reference for the data analysis. 

* Other combinations were also tried, and a change in event yield < 0.5% was found. 
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Fig. 12. Schematic labelling of wire planes. 

sparks had to be located upstream of the magnet, and two of the sparks downstream of 
the magnet. The ambiguity of which spark in the horizontal plane ought to be as- 
signed to each spark in the vertical plane, due to the fact that we were detecting 
two particles in the wire chamber spectrometer, was resolved by the 45 ° wire planes. 
The tracks that full"filed the above spark distribution requirements were kept for 
further analysis. We call these tracks "event" tracks. According to the above criteria, 
each event track had to have at least 8 sparks out of the 16 possible. 

The event tracks were fitted by the method of least squares. In the fitting pro- 
cess the vertical and horizontal projec.tions of each event track were divided into 
two "half" tracks, of which one half track lay upstream of the magnet and the other 
downstream of the magnet. From the least squares fit of each half track to a straight 
line, each event track was assigned a weight. The two event tracks with opposite 
bend directions and highest weights that had intercepts at the target in the x y  plane 
less than 2.54 cm from the beam line were*assumed to be the proton and pion 
tracks. A more detailed description of the track reconstruction procedure can be 
found in ref. [2]. 

4.2. Even t  recovery eff iciency 

A major concern in the experiment was to achieve a high efficiency for events 
with two (or more) tracks in the spark chambers, magnetostrictive readout, and sub- 
sequent analysis. The spectrometer used for this experiment was a modification 
of that used in an experiment to study np charge exchange scattering [ 16] in which 
a single charged particle was detected in the spectrometer. For the diffraction disso- 
ciation experiment, the gains of the preamplifiers on the magnetostrictive wands 
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were turned up considerably, and more care was taken with the gas purity and other 
aspects of  the spark chamber operation. Up to four sparks on each plane could be 
digitized. However, some difficulty was encountered because of  "robbing" of  one 
spark by another. Thus, if there were two or more sparks in one gap, the spark cur- 
rents tended to be unequal, so that sometimes one of  the sparks was not digitized. 
Another complication was the fact that, in the chambers closest to the target, the 
proton and pion sparks were often too close together to be resolved and appeared 
as a single spark. The system, however, was highly redundant; for each track sixteen 
coordinates were normally digitized while half that number would usually be suffi- 
cient to define the trajectory completely. 

The track-fitting program was designed to be as efficient in recovering tracks as 
possible. Table 3 shows the distribution in the number of  track projections found in 
the vertical plane for a sample of  about 50 000 event candidates with a carbon 
target. 

An "ideal" event candidate would have two tracks. The large number of  0 and 1 
track events reflects the relatively low triggering efficiency of  the system (see below). 
Some of  the events with more than two tracks are due to real events with more than 
two tracks, but most are the result of  the looseness of  the criteria used for selecting 
tracks. The proper pairs were sorted out by the weighting procedure described above. 
Many of  the extra tracks were found to differ negligibly from one with a higher 
weight. These were usually found to be due to a single spark which was digitized 
twice, either as a result of  a small glitch in the shape of  the pulse from the magneto- 
strictive line or a small reflection from the end of  the line nearest the pickup coil. 
Fig. 13 shows the difference between the invariant mass calculated for the best pair 
o f  tracks and that for the second best combination. From this and similar evidence, 
we conclude that the "extra" tracks found did not significantly affect the data. 

The efficiency of  track reconstruction was checked by loosening the criteria still 
further. This resulted in a negligible increase in the number of  good two-track 
events recovered (<  1%). Despite the efforts taken to maximize the efficiency of  
the system, it was found that the variation in the normalized yield of  good events 
from run to run was often considerably outside statistics. Most of  the low yield runs 
were found to have been taken when the chamber gas flow was too low or the 
chamber system otherwise was not working well. In estimating absolute cross sec- 
tions it was assumed that the runs with the greatest yields corresponded to essen- 
tially 100% efficiency, As a result o f  this uncertainty in the absolute efficiency, our 
cross sections could be systematically low; however, the efficiency for recovering 

Table 3 
Distribution of number of tracks found for a sample of ~ 50 000 event candidates 

Number of tracks 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 > 9 
Number of "events" 18115 4870 11904 1141 8414 166 1295 148 1865 533 
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Fig. 13. Difference between best and next-to-best M ( p r -  ). 

tracks should be approximately constant for all the targets. It is also unlikely to 
vary significantly with four-momentum transfer or invariant mass. Tables 4 and 5 
list the total number of triggers analyzed for each target and the total number of 
"good" events (events with at least one positive and one negative track extrapolating 
back to the illuminated region of the target). The ratio of good events to triggers was 

15% for the data taken with the higher proton energy. This reflects the rather 
loose triggering requirement which we chose in order to avoid the possibility of in- 
troducing unknown biases in the data. 

4.3. Target-out correction 

To correct for events comingfrom material other than the target, data were taken 
periodically with no target in the target holder. The events which survived the anal- 
ysis program were normalized relative to the monitors and subtracted from the pro- 

Table 4 
Percentage of good events for the 21 GeV/c data 

Target Carbon Copper Target out 

Total number 119 733 63 061 8 367 
of triggers 

Total number of 
11 959 6572 611 

good events 

% of total 9.99% 10.42% 7.30% 
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Table 5 
Percentage of good events for the 28.5 GeV/c data 

19 

Target Carbon Copper Lead Target out 

Total number 
324 791 164 130 179 690 89 381 

of triggers 

Total number of 
55 308 30 844 24 027 14 999 

good events 

% of total 17.03% 18.79% 13.37% 16.78% 

cessed data taken with the targets in place. The target-out corrections varied from 8 
to 58% depending on target thickness. 

5. Results 

5.1. t' distributions 

Figs. 14, 15 and 16 give the t '  distributions from carbon, copper, and lead targets 
for the data accumulated at the proton beam momentum of 28.5 GeV/c, and fig. 17 
gives the corresponding distributions for the carbon and copper data taken with a 
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Fig. 14. t '  distribution for carbon at the higher proton beam momentum. "Target-out" back- 
ground has been subtracted. The straight line indicates the expected slope. 
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Fig. 16. t '  distribution for lead at the higher proton beam momentum. "Target-out" back- 
ground has been subtracted. The straight line indicates the expected slope. 
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21 GeV/c proton beam. In all of these plots, the target-out background has been 
subtracted. Cuts at 20 GeV/c and 15 GeV/c on the momentum of the (pTr-) system 
were applied in these and the figures below to eliminate gamma ray contamination. 
The sharp forward peaks of width appropriate to the size of the nucleus indicate 
that the nucleus acted coherently for a large fraction of the events and that at small 
t '  the contamination by processes other than coherent (pTr-) production is small. 
A straight line extrapolation indicates that incoherent backgrounds under the co- 
herent peak are < 30% for It'l < 0.02 (GeV/c) 2 for carbon at the higher proton 
beam energy, though it is difficult to make a quantitative estimate. The exponential 
slopes for the coherent peaks are determined by the nuclear radius and are expected 
to be approximately 60 (GeV~)-2,  160 (GeV/c)-2 and 360 (GeV/c)-2 for carbon, 
copper and lead respectively [4]. These slopes are indicated on figs. 14 through 17. 
The data are generally consistent with the expected slopes if the incoherent back- 
ground and experimental resolution are taken into account. The events with - t '  >~ 
0.05 have a slope of approximately 10 (GeV/c) -2  which suggests they are due prin- 
cipally to incoherent production, n + nucleon ~ (pTr-) + nucleon. These events also 
contain some coherent N +A -* (p + ~r- + 7r °) +A' ,  etc, However, the (pTr-) systems 
produced off nucleons and from these processes should have a similar t' distribution 
(where t '  = _ p 2 )  since this is typically what one gets for the p2 distribution for a 
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single lr ° or nucleon in multiparticle production off  nucleons or nuclear targets 
[3, 15 ]. Thus coherent production of ~> 3 particles should have approximately the 
same p2 dependence for the two charged tracks as incoherent (pTr-) production. 
The bulk of  the events in the peak at small It'l must therefore be coherently pro- 
duced ( p n - )  pairs, and the background can be estimated by a simple extrapolation 
of the high It'l data. 

5.2. lnvar&nt  (prr-)  mass distributions 

The invariant ( p n - )  mass distributions for the higher energy carbon, copper and 
lead data are shown in figs. 18 through 22, and for the lower energy carbon and 
copper data in figs. 23 and 24. The target-out background has been subtracted. The 
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Fig. 18. M(p~r- ) for carbon at the higher proton beam momentum. 
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data in figs. 1 8 - 2 4  have not been corrected for the geometric acceptance which is 
shown in fig. 18c. It is estimated that the mass distribution in fig. 18a contains pri- 
marily coherent events, the distribution in fig. 18b about 50% coherent events and 
the distributions in fig. 19, primarily incoherent events. The precise c o h e r e n t / i n c o -  
herent ratio for each t '  interval is unknown because the state of  the recoiling nu- 
cleus was not observed and hence an extrapolation of  the incoherent t '  distribution 
must be relied upon to indicate the fraction of  incoherent events. It can be seen that 
the mass distributions in fig. 19c, where incoherent production predominates, are 
broader than the distributions in fig. 18c. There appears to be a general broadening 
of  the mass distribution as [t'l increases*. A similar effect has been noted before 
[171. 
* The high It'l data also contain an unknown number of events in which additional zrO's or un- 

detected charged particles were produced. This complicates the interpretation of the mass 
spectra at high It'l. 
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Fig. 20. M(p~r- ) for copper at the higher proton beam momentum. 

The geometric efficiency, which is almost independent of t '  over the range 
studied (see figs. 7 and 18c), was determined from a Monte-Carlo calculation that 
assumed the 0* distribution is proportional to (1 + 3 cos 2 0~), since this form 
gives a good fit to the experimentally observed angular distributions [lb]. The fact 
that the apparatus was insensitive to events with 0~* t> 90 ° makes it difficult to 
estimate the absolute efficiency of the apparatus accurately since the angular distri- 
bution outside of the sensitive region of the experiment is unknown (see fig. 6). 

The apparent absence of any peaks in the mass distribution corresponding to the 
well-known N* resonances is perhaps the most striking result of this experiment. 
From the data in fig. 18c, under the assumption that the background is smooth, we 
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estimate upper limits of  6% and 5% respectively for the N* (1470) and N* (1688) 
contributions to the total  (pTr-) events that we see in the region It'l < 0.04 (GeV/c) 2. 

The invariant (pTr-) mass distributions for the higher energy carbon data for 
It'l < 0.04 (GeV/c) 2 show little change in shape over the momentum range 15 to 29 
GeV/c. This proves that  the falloff in the mass spoctrum above 1.5 GeV is not  due 
to a nuclear kinematic effect resulting from the increase in Itminl with increasing 
mass t .  

t tmi n changes from 0,002 to 0.0005 (GeV/c) 2 over this momentum range for Mpn = 1.5 GeV. 
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Fig. 22. M(p~-) for lead at the higher proton beam momentum at large t'. 

The mass distribution for lead in fig. 21 c shows a strong peaking at low mass. If 
the mass enhancement is the A(1236), which has isotopic spin ~,  it could be pro- 
duced by coherent coulomb dissociation of  the incident neutron beam. It is expected 
that the cross section for coherent coulomb production should possess a steeper t '  
dependence than diffraction dissociation [5, 10, 18, 19]. Fig. 25 shows the t '  distri- 
butions for the lead data both  inside and outside the A mass region *. The lead data 
for M(pn_) < 1.23 GeV, where we have assumed that coulomb dissociation domi- 
nates, appears to have a steeper t '  dependence than the data for 1.23 < M p ~ _  < 1.4 
GeV **. The rather large incoherent background, however, makes the interpretat ion 
difficult. Since the cross section for coulomb dissociation varies approximately as 
Z 2 , it is expected to be small for copper a~d negligible for carbon. This is observed 
in figs. 18c, 20a, and 21c. 

We have fit the lead data in fig. 21c with the following formula for coulomb pro- 
duction [18]: 

da 2Z2a  [ ~ ~ - t '  

- - -  ~/2--~_M2n) o. r, (12) dMz~dlt'l n ( t '_ tmin)2 

* The shape of the A(1236) is badly distorted by dynamic factors and the peak is shifted to 
approximately 1.18 GeV, as discussed below. 

** The width of the peak for Mn~ r < 1.23 GeV indicates a t' resolution -~ ± 0.001(GeV/c) 2 for 
smaU t t. This provides a chec~ on the calculated t' resolution given in table 2 and an indirect 
check on the mass resolution. 
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where MA is the invariant mass of  the (pTr-) system, M n is the rest mass of  the neu- 
tron and 03" is the experimental  photoproduct ion  cross section of  the A(1236).  This 
formula agrees with the predict ion of  Nagashima and Rosen [19] except that we 
have neglected a term due to the nuclear form factor F ( - t ' ) ,  which is very close to 
uni ty for the range o f  t '  important  in this experiment.  In the fit we have assumed 
that there is a background from diffraction dissociation similar in shape to the ob- 
served (pzr-)  mass distr ibution for carbon at the higher proton beam energy for 
lt'l < 0.01 (GeV/c) 2. The predict ion of  eq. (12) was superimposed on the "carbon- 
l ike" background and compared with the (pTr-) mass distr ibution for lead after in- 
tegrating out  the t '  dependence of  eq. (12). We have assumed an effective incident 
neutron momentum of  25 GeV/c. The values of  a3" as a function of  Mz~ were taken 
from 3' + P -~ A+ data [20] *. The solid curve in fig. 21c indicates the assumed non- 

* The reaction 3" + p --, z~ + is equivalent to 3' + n --* Ao if there is no 1 = 2 component in the elec- 
tromagnetic interaction. 
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events of  the lead data for It'l < 0.01 are due to Coulomb production.  
From the lead data we estimate the total cross section for A(1236) product ion 

to be 1.6 mb at an effective incident neutron momentum of  25 GeV/c. Nagashima 
and Rosen [19] predict  a total cross section of  1.33 mb for coulomb product ion of  
(pTr-) pairs by 25 GeV/c neutrons on lead. Due to the uncertainty in the normaliza- 

tion of  our data and in the shape of  the non-coulomb background, we estimate that 
our result agrees with their calculation to within a factor of  two * 

As pointed out earlier, the mass distributions show no indication of  the well- 
established 1= ~ nucleon isobars for t '  intervals in the region of  the coherent  peak. 
The decay angular distributions, shown in fig. 26, also show no evidence for signifi- 
cant N* production.  The target-out background which has a similar shape has not  
been subtracted since most of  it is believed to come from carbon in the counter  P1. 
The distributions, which have been corrected for detect ion efficiency, have been 
cut at cos 0* = - 0 . 0 4  because the efficiency becomes small beyond this point.  These 
angular distributions show very litt le change in shape as one moves through the eno 

- - 1  tire mass region, including the region of  the known I - ~- nucleon isobars in the in- 
rental 1.4 to 1.7 GeV. Essentially the entire coherent cross section appears to arise 
from a single mechanism which is almost mass independent  except for rate. This is 

* In a recent experiment, Gobbi et al.. [29 ] have observed Coulomb dissociation of protons into 
the A+(1236) in the reaction p + Pb ~ (p + rr °) + Pb. They also find cross sections in agree- 
ment with theory, and, in general, their results agree with ours. 
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Table 6 
Coherent production cross section versus M(p~r- ) at the higher proton beam momentum 

Target; 1.078 < M(p~r- ) < 1.5 GeV 1.4 < M(pzr- ) < 1.6 GeV 1.5 • M(p~r- ) < 1.8 GeV 

C 1.00 +- 0.27 mb 0.37 -+ 0.13 mb 0.23 +- 0.07 mb 
Cu 2.27 -+ 0.47 mb 0.73 +- 0.19 mb 0.36 -+ 0.16 mb 
Pb 3.0 +- 1.05 mb 0.63 -+ 0.38 mb 0.41 +- 0.29 mb 

further evidence against N* production dominating small Itl coherent production of 

(prr-)  systems. The angular distributions for the lower energy data show a similar 

behavior. 

5.3. Cross sections 

The coherent cross sections at the higher and lower proton beam energies as a 
function of invariant (pTr-) mass are listed in tables 6 and 7 respectively. The geo- 
metrical efficiency of the experimental apparatus (figs. 6, 7, 18c) has been included. 
For normalization of the cross sections, a total absorption spectrometer [21 ] in the 

neutron beam downstream of this experiment was used to determine the number of 
neutrons per monitor count. We estimate that there is an additional systematic un- 
certainty of -+ 60% in the absolute cross sections. The uncertainty in the absolute 
cross sections is partly due to fluctuations ~ 40% in the yield of good events/moni- 
tor from run to run (subsect. 4.2). 

5.4. Spin states, Helicity Conservation, and comparison with models 

These results, which have already been discussed in detail in ref. [ lb] ,  will be out- 
lined in the conclusions. 

5.5. Comparison with other experiments 

Several review articles on diffraction and coulomb dissociation experiments have 
been published [4 -7] .  This is the first experiment to investigate neutron dissociation 
into (p~r-) pairs off nuclei. Several pp, pd, and ~d experiments have been done from 

Table 7 
Coherent production cross section versus M(pzr- ) at the lower proton beam momentum 

Target 1.078 < M(p~r- ) < 1.5 GeV 1.4 < M(p~r- ) < 1.6 GeV 1.5 < M(pTr- ) < 1.8 GeV 

C 1.12 -+ 0.39 mb 0.29 +- 0.08 mb 0.20 +- 0.08 mb 
Cu 2.29 +- 0.53 mb 0.59 -+ 0.12 mb 0.30 +- 0.08 mb 
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1.8 to 30 GeV/c to study isobar production.  The pp experiments discussed in refs. 
[3, 22] do not show the characteristic large enhancement we find at low masses in 
the invariant mass distributions, but  rather a series of  "resonances" sitting on a large 
background which generally increases with increasing invariant mass. The background 
is larger at low incident momenta  and appears to be decreasing with increasing inci- 
dent momentum * 

In order to make a quantitative comparison of  our results for a carbon target 
with the pp results, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the A depen- 
dence of  the cross sections. We assume that for light nuclei the ampli tude at t = 0 
varies as A 0.8. Thus we expect 

Vd (oq t.6 Fd (O)7 
L --jn A - -  . L dt J pp 

Integrating this expression with the assumption that the cross section falls off  ex- 
2 2 

ponential ly with a slope of  approximately 10A ~ (GeV/c ) -  , we find for the " to ta l"  
cross section in any mass interval, 

a t°t ~ 0.1 (GeV/c)2A 0"93 rda(0)--~ 
nA L dt _]pp' 

We take the N*(1688) as an example. From the data of  Edelstein et al. [3], the dif- 
ferential cross section for p + p -~ N*(1688) + p extrapolated to t '  -- 0 is 1.48 -+ 0.17 
[mb/(GeV/c) 2] at 25 GeV/c. The branching ratio for the decay of  the N* (1688) to 

an (NTr) system is 60%; two-thirds of  these will be ( p n - )  systems if  the N*(1688) 
has I = 1 5-. Thus we would expect  for the product ion of  the N*(1688) of f  carbon 
with a subsequent decay to pzr- ,  

a t°t ~- 0.6 + 0.07 mb 

from the data of  Edelstein et al. [3]. As seen in table 6 and 7 our entire cross sec- 
tion for the mass range 1.5 < M p ,  r < 1.8 GeV is approximately 0.2 mb (with a pos- 
sible systematic error o f  + 60%). Even if  half  of  our events in this mass region (figs. 
18c an 23a) could be at tr ibuted to N*(1688) production,  there is a discrepancy of  
a factor o f  at least four **. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are: 

(i) a dip in the N*(1688) product ion for - t  < 0.05 (GeV/c) 2. The data o f  
Edelstein et al. [3] could easily accommodate such a dip. This possibility has already 
been discussed by Kane [23]. 

(ii) an underestimate of  the background under the N*(1688) in the pp experi- 

ment; 
0il)  the bump seen in the pp experiment may not be due to a simple N*(1688) 

1 and two with I = 1 and a 40% branching ratio to p n - .  (There are at least three I -- r 
3 I = y resonances reported in this region.) 

* These experiments measure the inclusive missing mass distributions. Their background is 
likely to be quite different from ours. Their peaks also contain all N* decay modes. 

** A similar discrepancy occurs for the "N*(1410)". 
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(iv) a serious error in the normalization of  our data. The good agreement be- 
tween the expected and observed cross sections for coulomb production of  the 
A(1236) on lead would be an argument against this. There is also ample internal 
evidence that our mass resolution is far better than required to resolve the N* (1688), 
which has a width of  over 100 MeV. However, our experiment was insensitive to 
decays with 0* >~ 90 °, and we have effectively assumed a distribution symmetric 
about 90 ° in calculating our efficiency. Recent data by Cooper et al., [24] for the 
reaction n + p ~ (p + rr-)  + p indicate a significant asymmetry with a larger peak 
near 0* = 180 °, especially at higher masses * 

The reaction p + n ~ p + p + 7r- has also been studied at 7 GeV/c in a deuterium 
bubble chamber by Yekutieli et al. [25]. They interpret their data in terms of  reso- 
nance production with a large background from double Regge exchange, but, in 
fact, their (pTr-) mass distributions and cos 0~ distributions look very similar to ours. 
Cooper et al. [24] also find mass and cos 0* distributions very similar to ours in a 
study of  deuterons in a hydrogen bubble chamber at an equivalent neutron momen, 
turn of  12.5 GeV/c. Lissauer et al. [17] have also found a very similar mass distribu- 
tion for (pTr-) systems produced by 12 GeV/c K + in the reaction K + + n + K  + + 
7r- + p. For It'l < 0.08 (GeV/c) 2, Bastien et al. [26] find a mass distribution like 
ours for (prr-) states produced by 15 GeV/c rr- on deuterium. Thus there is con- 
siderable evidence that resonance production is relatively small for rtN systems pro- 
duced at small t '  with incident momenta >~ 7 GeV/c. 

6. Conclusions 

The most striking result of  the experiment is the absence of  evidence for the co- 
herent production o f / -  1 - y  nucleon isobars off  nuclei in either the invariant (prr-) 
mass distributions or the decay angular distributions. Our upper limits for the pro- 
duction of  nucleon isobars appear to be inconsistent with a straightforward extra- 
polation of  pp data [3].  There is evidence for coulomb production of  the A(1236) 
in our lead data, but the A(1236) peak is distorted by dynamic factors and is 
shifted to approximately 1.18 GeV: Asid~from the A(1236) in the lead data, the 
invariant (pTr-) mass distributions seem to show a single broad enhancement 
centered at a mass of  about 1300 MeV. Since the decay angular distributions show 
no significant change between 1100 and 1500 MeV, the enhancement would con- 
tain, at best, a small resonant contribution. 

For completeness, we will summarize some of  the results of  ref. [1 ]. The standard 
Drell-Hiida-Deck formula [27] does not describe the data for any arbitrary choice 
of  the form factor. Fits by the double-Regge-Pole model are also not completely 
satisfactory, since the best fits require an umphysical pion intercept of  - 0 . 5  (Ref. 

* It is important to note that Cooper et al. plot the proton angle while we plot the pion angle. 
This must be kept in mind when comparing various experiments. 
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[lb]) .  The carbon data indicate a spin of the (pzr-) system in the low t '  region of 
j ~  3 3 t '  ~, with pure J = ~ possible. Pure J - 1 - ~- can be ruled out for all mass and regions. 
Since we only observe part of the angular decay region, no information concerning 

the parity of the (p l r - )  system is available and no definite determination of the spin 
states of the ( p ~ - )  system can be made. No firm conclusions can be drawn from the 

data concerning s- or t-channel helicity conservation for the coherent events (see 

ref. [lb]).*. 
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